
WHAT IS A BUSINESS PLAN POWERPOINT

More than 60 slide designs come together in this business plan PowerPoint template to help you chart the course for
your new venture.

Remember, less is more. Create your financial statements and any charts in Microsoft Excel, which is
PowerPoint's sister program. More from Entrepreneur. Your first slide is your title slide, which provides the
name of the business, your name, title and contact information, plus a slogan if you have one. Briefly describe
in simple terms how your business has figured out how to alleviate the problem you mentioned in slide 2.
PowerPoint requires brief concise bullet points. Explain the method you used to arrive at your numbers.
Present a positive call to action based on what you've accomplished to date and what you'll accomplish in the
future. Then talk briefly about how you expect to profit. Add the name of each proposed business owner along
with the date. What are your revenue sources? Creating a PowerPoint presentation, or deck, for your business
plan is a quick, to-the-point means of revealing your best selling points to those reviewing it, while still
sending over your more detailed plan. Talk about your team. Show something that's easy for them to digest,
and use your comments to provide a little deeper explanation. In this edited excerpt, the authors offer some
quick-hitting tips that can help you create an effective PowerPoint presentation for your business plan. You
want the audience to relate to the problem or at least understand how it affects others. Save your PowerPoint
business plan and update as needed. You might also add a few words to support your overall value
proposition. The next slide should introduce a problem that persists and is relatable to your target market.
What have you done thus far, and how are you looking to move forward sooner rather than later? Remember,
people invest in other people. Make sure the audience understands that you have a unique approach. It is also a
powerful tool for presenting a business plan. Tip Compose a full written plan in a word processing document
to supplement your presentation.


